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Music Sales Ltd, United Kingdom, 2008. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 302 x 236 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. (Rock House). Learn the building blocks to play songs and create your
own music! This unique learning system designed by John McCarthy guides you through 500 of the
most important chords used in all genres of music. Each chord is shown with player s perspective
front views. Use the tablature and downloadable audio demonstrations to play each chord quickly
and easily. Learn the chord formulas used to construct each chord so you can create your own
inversions and chord scale formulas to put chords together and write your own songs. Over 500
professional backing tracks and playing examples! Download the audio demonstrations and hear
every note of each chord played slowly one note at a time and all together. Play them on your
computer, potable device or burn them to a CD. As a bonus, you will gain access to the music and
backing tracks for 17 of the most common progressions of all time. Use these full band backing
tracks play many of the chords from this book and learn how to apply them to create songs and
progressions....
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Reviews
If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. it was writtern really perfectly and beneficial. You may like the way the author create this ebook.
-- Rebekah Becker
I just started o reading this article publication. Sure, it is actually perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. Your daily life period will be
transform as soon as you full reading this article pdf.
-- Dessie Gaylord
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